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Density??
1. Predict and write
the following in
order of density,
least to greatest:
a) a boat*, b) cork,
c) wood*, d) plastic*,
e) alcohol, f) aluminum,
g) Styrofoam*, h) ironsteel, i) salt water*
j) copper or zinc pennies*
* Vary according to type.

2. Predict. the density
of each. Write it.

Density Data &
Calculations
1) Measure, record data and
calculate density for a variety
of substances. Show all work
on Density Data Worksheet.
2) Use your calculated results
and observations. Rewrite
the substances at left in order
of density, least to greatest.

Substance — Density
Calculated

1.____________-_____

Substance - Density
1.____________ _____

2. ____________-_____

2.____________ _____

3._____________-_____

3.____________ _____
4.____________ _____
5.____________ _____
6.----Water

1---

7.____________ _____
8.____________ _____
9.____________ _____
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4._____________-_____
5._____________-_____

7

11.___________ _____

11._____________-_____
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Density Lab
Float
Challenge

Move Cargo

_______
Barge

__3. In Tube 2: Obtain
< ½ tube of colored
salt water .
Write color _______

Online

Quizzes:

__3. Layer liquids in Tube 3
by slanting tubes and
pouring slowly:
a) __Salt Water
b) __Plain water
c) __Alcohol

__5. More Layers: Find and
add tiny pieces of
substances. Try to get at
least one to float on each
liquid and one to sink.

10._____________-_____

Design & Build
a Barge

Highlight as you read
the back of Calendar.

__2. In Tube 1: Obtain
< ½ tube colored water.
Write color _______

7._____________-_____

10.___________ _____

Fri

8

__1. Obtain 3 test tubes and
place in test tube holder.

__4. Draw and Label.↗︎

9._____________-_____

7

Float Challenge:

6._____________-_____

8._____________-_____

Thu

Barge: Flat bottomed boat for cargo

Objective+
Calendar
Sat

__6. ↗︎Draw. #↗︎ Label. ↗︎
__ 7. Have checked.

Use color.
graviational
force

#_____Check_______

Initial.

Mon _______
Tue _______
Wed _______
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Have Screen Check, Screenshot or Photo.

Physical Scienceà
Density: Archimedes’ Principle ______
How do Ships Float? FOL
______
How do Ships Float? MITK12 ______
Discoveryà

Density ______
Measuring Density ______

Thu _______
Fri

_______

Total_____

ç

BJECTIVE:
Archimedes Principle: the buoyant force

Write the Formula for finding Density in words and as a math formula:
Density =
D=
Write the Objective:

on a submerged object is equal to the
weight of the fluid (water) that is displaced
by the object. Buoyancy is the ability of
an object to float in water or air. By adding
air to objects, we get more buoyant force.

graviational
force

Submarine:
Water is pumped out
to lower the total
density and allow the
submarine to riseà
(of water)

ç

BJECTIVE:

To better understand the property of density and the
force of buoyancy, considering the density of H2O = 1:
1) Predict and calculate the density (buoyancy in water) of
various substances, chart data and demonstrate
density by layering.
2) Design (using dry calculations as evidence), build and
demonstrate, an object that uses air to reduce overall
density, carries cargo and is buoyant (floats) in water.
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